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CAGE IN EDUCATIOfi: THEORY AND PRACTICE

.

ERIC (Educati nal Resources InformatiOn Center) is a nationwide
network.of in ormation centers, each responsible for a given,
educational level or field of study. ERIC is supported by ti
-National Institute of EduCation of the U.S. Department of Educe tiOn. The basic objective of ERICis to make current developmanta in educational research, instruction, and personnel
preparation moirreadily accessible to eiecatRra
4 members. of
related professions.
.

ERIC/CLL. The -ERIa Clearinghouse on Langua
and-Linguistics
(-ERIC/CLTA, one of the specialised clearinghouses in the ERIC
°
'system, is operated by the Center for Applied Linguistics.
ERIC
is,epecifierlly responsible for the opllection am* dissesifaitton of information in the. general area oCresearch
and
applicatibn in languages, linguistics, amend language. teaching and
learning.
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NGUAGE IN EDUCATION: THEORY AND PRACTICE.
In addition to
pyociesing information, ERIC/CLL is also involved in information
synthesis aAd analysis. The Clearinghouse commissions recogniied
authorities in !rquages and linguistics to write analyses of 'the
current issues
their areas of speciqty. The resultant documents, intended for use by educators and resear.thers, ale published under the title Language in Education: Theory and
Practice.' The series includes practical guides for classroom
teachers, extensive state-of-the-art papers, and selected bibliographies.
*
Themmaterial in this publication was prepared pursuant to a
contract with theNational Institute of Education, U.S. Department of Education. Contractart undertaking such projects under
Government sponsorship are encouraged to expressfreely their
judgment in professional and technical matters. Prior to_publication, the manuscript was submitted to Teachers of English to
Speakers of Other Languages fbr critical review an 4eermination
of professionar competence.
This publication las /met such standards. Points4 of view or cpinionva,...hoWeier, do not necessarily represent the official view or opinions of either,TESOL or
NIE:. This publication is not -printed at, the expense of the
Federal Government.
This publication may be purchased directly from the Center
for Applied, Linguistics. It also will be announced A the ;TIC
monthly abstract journal Resources in Education (RIE) and will
-be available from the ERIC Document Reproduotidh Service,
%
Computer WicrOfilm International Corp., P.O., Box 1/0.. Arlington,
VA 22210. See-RIE for ordering information and ED number.
for further information on the ERIC syste../CRICICA,L, and
Center/Clearinghouse publicatlOns, write to
IC Clearinghouse
li
on Languages and Linguist:Axe, Center for Appl id Lin4uistics,
_020 Prospect St., N.W., Washington, D.C. 200 7..
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From 1974 through 1977, all Clearinghouse publications appeared
as the CALERIC/CLL Series on Languages and Linguistics.
Although more paperi are being added to the origirtal series, the
majority .pf the gRIC/CLL information analysis products will be
included in the Language in Vacation series.
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PRtFACE
,

r, . There are today - -more than at any time'in our 'national
history - -large numbers of people for. whom English is a seccill

or additional language.
These don-native speakers of Englidh
fit .in classrooms, churches, and meetings; pay taxes; hold
jobs; "buy and ,sell products] `and participate in the life ,of
-4their communities. Too frequently, however, their participation is severely limited by their lack of skill in the, use of
the language of mainstream hmeriql.
Because of this increase in the number of speakers of English as,a second language, many schools, Churches, social
groups, corporations, and Other kinds of ikstitutions haye found it desirable to 'implement some kind of program designed
to improve the communicative abilities of their employees, students, or clients. This publication is an abtempt to provide
these gioups with a general picture cif the ESL situation in the
U.S. today and to sugge;st ways in which they might sensibly
assess and respond to the needs of their,English -speaking
mpabers.
;
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INTRODUCITION,

Language Needs

Language has been defined as the use of a shared verbal
code by a significalit 'number
oe,people for the interchange of
ideas. Human communication--at'least
on a very basic levdl --

would not be impossible without'a shared language,
ver, it
would be inefficient antpcob1bly would be quite in
ecti!ve as
well. It is aLmopt inoaceivable to Calk
of parti i
ing nn
life without sting a language withthose around
.
Twenty eighty million Americans, however, oome from homes wherta language other than Engllehtis spoken, and V, million of these
American citilans today speak no English at all (Waggoner, 1978).
These people are not participating fullkln the affairs of the
nation or tote communities of which they alb a significant part.
Furthermore, the fact that they4do not share the Mpjority language means that many of their functional, sociocultural, and
educational needs are served only. inadequately or not it'all.
Functional,

Each of us constantly interacts with others in the conduct
We may, in the course-of a single day,
arficipate in hundred' of these interactions. We go to the
the'
store to by food; we ask directions from the bus driver; we
tell the bank clerk whether we wish to mike a deposit..Or withdrawal; we Worm the repair man what is wrong with the stove;
we describe ad illness to the doctor. Even when we are not face
to face. with others, we are entertained or informed by the tale -'
vision or the radio, we read labels, Illlow directions, and
warnings. These are very omamon'OCcurrences In our lives, yet
of .cur daily lives.

they require the control of,, a' broad pinge'of linguistic skill's

and abilities. Nearly" every interaction requires
the ability to
both understand and preducelanguige. Even for a very simple
interchange of information, rather complex language functions
are necessary.In additalc anyone who hold' a job bat have some degree.
of control
basic language requirmaents of that occupation. Furtherbore, training.fOr i job
require" control of basic
English communication skills. It is true that some occupations
dd not req:lr: the extensive umeof language. It
conceivable, for
pia/ that a stock 4lerk or a-punch-press operator
might "get alone mitliout such need. to speak. Even in these
S'
limited a:Intents,
fromAhe fact that' ,t is desirable"to
speak to fellow workers, it is often n)peseity to answer wee- '
tions about one's. self and one's work underltand directions,

vl
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of an assignment, read warnings and
askofor ciarificat
a explanations to other workers, and make
announcements,
and explanations in unusual situations.
appropriate ieque
Sociocultural

)
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We have used the term "community" without bothering to
h..precision. We now need to be somewhat more
define it with
ch we are using the word. The
specific about th way in
n apt o a community as a geopolitical
generally accepted
Individuals in a
ted f r oUr purposes.
entity is somewhat
community share other, more important, characteristics besides
a mxmmon geographical area. They have common interests and
goals; they share some of the same sets of values, beliefs and
attitudes; and, perhaps, most important, they have "regular and
frequent interaction" through a common language that, at least ',
bometimes, makes -thew distinct from other communities (Gumperz,
'p. 381). By using Gumperz's definition of a "spmmch community," we can include in our definition such oo&unities as
schools, Aactories, lardening clubs, or the PTA. When we speak
of a community, then, we meal any group of individuals who
share soaial goals and who'potentialay share a common language...
We must add the wpx4,potentiblly here because not all'the ,
individuals who want to - -or who ought to= -share in the life of
a community can actually do so, becausisthey Jack the'shared
In addition, even if
coimunication system of the community.
they have mastered the formal structure of the language of the
community, they may not be faliliarwith the sociocultural
rules of the use of the language, 14hich is an equally important
aspect of communication (not only how something is said, Alp ea
it is said and when it is appropriate to say it). A lac
g of these rules of language use can cause limited
understan
of as "pdd, differiht, not one
'English sil:k ere to be
of us." Such attitudes encourage the systematic exclusion of
some people from, participation in the affairs of their communities.

w

Not only are individuals of such limited proficiency in
English harmed by their inability to' function fully within a
community, but thefoommunity itself suffers through their nonparticipation in'its'sffairs, especially where the minority
ladguage population is quite large. No community - -or nation- 8
can achieve the potential of excellence to which it aspires
scienwithout the art, the thought, and the technological,
tific; commercial, and administrative talents of a significant
part of its population.
EdudatiOnal

Finally, we
arise in relation

oonsidedithe special language needs that
educational systems. Schools, including

2
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d Lhigher.oducational institutions, ere seen today as tfie
key to
social equality in a plurmiistic society such as ours. While
all the ramifications of the interaction between i
guage and
;*
education are not fully understood today, it is a least clear
that without sufficient skill in using the language of.the edu .cationaL system, one cannot take full advantage of it.
What do we mean by "the languageof the educational system"?
It appears that we List consider the use'of language for educational purposes on at least two levels:
(1) the ordinary verbal
code that American educational institutions use to carry on
instruction, i.e., everyday English, and (2) that particular
kind of English that is used for instructional purp6ses withiA
the school setting as opposed % the kind of EnglAsh used out%

'side school.

It is obvious that Learnet must be ablebto understand
English both in _its spoken and printed forms and to be able to
make thehselves understood well enough to Confirm their degree
of learning to teachers and to be able to communicate their
learning needs as well. Unless Learners have enough control of
English to understand the talk of teachers, ask and Answer
questions, read texts, write papers, and take examination*,
they will not be able to progress satisfactorily through any
educational,system.
Butthfi first level of language control is not sufficient
For success in educational endeavor. The language of' edunetion,
ls a ratherApecial viriety`of ipglish, not no much in its
purely linguistic features as in its sociolinguistic rules of
use.
TO be sure,. the employment of the phonological, grammatr
ical,and lexical systems of English is independent of the setting. Only thrill do words or
sentences have special meanings I
Within the educational context. The rules for languagejlse
however, are often different from those which are used in noneducational contexts. There are, for example, special riles in
instructional settings that dictate when questions are to be
answered, when and on what topics the teaeher may be questioned,
who may talk to whom and when, forms of'addresis, the Use of
written versua oral channels, and so cm. For children who have
not hadthe opportunity to learn this special Language of school
and its rules of use, the result .6 usually difficUlty - -if not
failure - -in school.

,.

We have been speaking of language in the educational setting
in a more or less cormal sense; the same observations hold true,
.however, for informal kinds of education in a variety of settings.
Adult'education programs, or the informal kinds of
learnin4 th4 go on in oorperatioas as professionals interact,
reflect the same kinds of differences.
(For a fuller discussion of the nature of the special len.guage of education, the reader is invited to, examine Shirley S.
Reath's Teacher Talk: Language ithe Classroom, which is listed
in,thesAdditional Readings section of this publication,)
,
3'

V

DETERMININ9,.THE NATURE OF THE PROBLEM

1
To be sure, the linguistic and cultural diversity in the
U.S. hal; immeasurably enriched the quality of. life in this.
country.' But such enrichment is nOt achieved without cost. We
now wish to focus on the nature of the problems that have been
generated by this diveisity. It is only recently.that educators have recognized and-been willing to do something about the
education of Americaris who belong to linguistic and cultural
minority grouat. Wbile public schools have had to bear most of
the responsibility for meeting the language needs of thieLiopulation, many other organizations are faced with the need to
institute sone kind of language- training program. Adult and
continuing education programs, colleges and universities, junior
and community colleges, businesses and corporations, hospitals,
child and day care centers, public libraries, public service
organizations, religious and sociai.orgthisations, and concerned
individuals from time to time perceive a need to pray/de ESL
classes or programs.
.

.

An ESL Program: WhatvIs It?
.

,

At this point in our discussion, we should specify exactly
I
what is meant by an "Eriglish as a second language program."
FirstvAt should be clear that Eiaglish as a second language is
not "compensatoi-y" or "remedial" in any significant wise
(Eakin )975). It is indeed unfortunate tha% the courts, gov,ernmental agencies, arid even educators themstivesuse words.
like remedy and compensatory education. Two simple points need
to be made. The first is that bilingual educatidh and English
as a second language are not oppfsing terms or concepts,
although many educators view them ps such, and many school
adiinistrators may insider ESL or bilingual education programs
as alternatives. BiringuaDeducation is an.approach to education, just as the open classroom, competency-based instruction,
individualization, group inquiry, ,Or peer-mediated instruction
are. /ESL, on the other hind, is Loourse with a content, like
elementary algebra, home economics; or world history (Buckingam 1976) end a viable subject in the curri#ulum of,tny school,
ESL may,.
that has students with limited English proficiency.
and does, appropriately exist apart from a bilingUal/bicultural
education programs BBE, on the other hand, must, by definition,
ed to improve an individual's
include instructi2n that is de
English. Obviously, lithin a
use of a second language, um4a1
single school, both ESL and BBE may be necessary'perts A/ the

curriculp if such a view is taken.
The second point is that thinking of ESL as "remedial" is
like thinkemg of French or Latin in. the same terms. Teaching
alialia is "remedial" in the sense that students, at the begin ning.oethe course, know little or nothing .bout algebra.

4
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,Aiversities often make thi% mistake when they require international students to take English courses without credit on the
grounds that EEL is a "remedial" subject. The development of
language skills, regardless.of the language, should not be considered compensatory.
A second misconception about the nature of English es a
second language has to do with the relat,JAWship'tetween teaching
English to non-native speakers and teaching English to those who
0 already speak it. To many elementary and secondary
teachers who
encounter the problem ofa non-native speaker in the class for
the first time, it seems quite natural to approach the teaching
of "English" in the same way one already has taught it to native
speakers. That is, the teacher might assume ,that ape
problem is
related to pronunciation, grammaz,. vocabulary, reaing, or penmanship. Indeed, these may be accurate observations as far ab
they go, but they are the surface manifestations of a deeper
problem. The native speaker who may exhibit some of these language-related pr.orAems nevertheless already.has a fairly complete functional 4:amend of the English language. The non-native

speker, on the other hand, does nit.
n example may help to illustrate thii difference. It is
almost never necessary to help make a native English -sreak ng
child aware of when to use prepositions, articles, or wor alike could, should, will, or might. While the Englisheking.
child may not be able to state the rule for to usage of-items
like these (nor can most milks, for that matter), he or she
does possess a nearly unfailing ability to use them correctly
in sentences. The ESL speaker, on the other hand,
does need to
learn such "linguistic facts." The non -native,child has grown
up with another language system, one with a far different system
of sounds, meanings, and grammar. The ngn -English -speaking
child must, there4ore, learn to use the new language system
before attacking problems ofreading-'or writing. One can hardly
read,dspeak, understand, or write a language one does,pot know.
Too many times the non-English-speaking schoolchi)d, particularly where there are few such children, is turned ,pver to
the speech therapist, the remedial reading teacher, or, in the
past, to the teacher of the slow learner. The unfortunate
result can be that normal children_ are treated as .though they
had some physical or, menta incapacity. A child learning'
English as a second language neede,a trained and experienced
teacher to help with the. special prblems associated with this

Darning situation
While. the terminal objective bf the teacher of English to
native speakers an non-native speakers is the same- -that is,
"acceptable" use of the standard forms of spoken and written
English - -the specific probleds and the means by which they are
resolved are quite different. 'In most cases, the methodology
appropriate for first language' teaching has little relevance to
second language teaching.

5

An additional difference between tseching English as a
'first and as a second language is toi the latter is generally
comeerned with language in culture.", There is strong evidence,
both Mn research and in the experience of teachers, that language cannot, be taught as units of isolated liriguistrd forms.
Current language-teaching theory rejecte the position that len ,guage can be taught as though it wetea string of phonemes
fastened together by syntactic rules, or words with various /.
meanings,-which can be slipped at will into appropriate slots
to form one or another of a few dozen patterns.
Language is notlearned or taught) in isolation from the
specific situations in which it is used, but must involve an
understanding of the cultural patterns of behavior it is
'intended to express and reflect. Students of a second language
ial use of language.
must become familiar with the rules of
s as the nonverbal,
Teaching such awareness involves such th
physical correlates of speech; an understanding of the social
rules of language Oset an understanding of the use of specific
cultural references from literature and history embedded into
and assumed by the language; and an understanding, of the function of the formalized institutions (church, lam, education,
family, and so onP.that the language assumes (Buckingham, forth4
,

%

'

4
coming).
(The teabhirtg of language-as-culture has sometimes been

misunderstood as a conscious attempt on the part of teachers to -denigrate the culture and language of the learner or an unconscious assumption of the superiority of the second language end
culture, Anglo-American English. Neither'is necessarily true.
In their desire 'to ensure that students 'made the koptimum use of
every opportunity to put,into-practice what was taught in the
classroom, teachers inOthe past often forbade all use of the
home language, even in situations where it would be perfectly
natural and right for the child to use it. Fortunately, this is
no lohger an accepted practice for the majority of teachers.).
ESL programs are nearl always initiated and conducted to
Within the schools, the educAtional
serve a particular, purpose.
needs of the students are th primary ihal,.and their funcIn institional and sociocultural need are often secondary.
sh Bourses and intensive
tutions of higher education, En
programs for foreign students are created to help the students
function as,guickly as possible in an academic setting. Such
programs often emphasize English fortspecial purposes: academic English, English for science and tehhnology, or Weinesi
English. In adult education programs, the primary emphasis is
on functional/occupational needs; sociocultural/educational
needs are of secondary importance. In industrial/business settings, programs are often initiated to upgrade the communication skills of employees in ways which will improve on-the-job
performance.
Most programs, however -- Stever their p urpose is - -assume

01
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that-the ipetkfic units of language- -sounds, words, sentenpe.
patterns - -must be, tadght during the initial phmses,of instruction. A general. English'languagecourse is usually provided,
and this is sometimes followed by specific training in language', (
for'partiCular areas of interest. Usually this specialized
,.\
training concentrates,on vocabulary and sentence structure
characteristic of the specific. field. Some 'Wills are. stressed
more than other4.
A speakiftgAinderstandin4 competence may be
bll that one program wishes to undertake1 for another program,,
"
early teaching of: the written language is essential. Nevertheless, nearly every program attempts to pay some attention to
all four of the, traditional language skills of understanding,
speaking, reading, and writing.
-These factors should be taken it o consideration when
assessing the need for a6 ESL program in a particular,situation
and:designing.an appropriate program. Some kind of ESL program
is nearly alwaye pose le. ESL programs range from full-time
intensive or immersion prograeswith.trained staff, a. welldeveloped curriculum'and admirable facilities, to once-a-week
church basement classes taught by an untrained volunteer with
only a sense of dedication and an imaginative use of household'
materials ks a "text." Such factors-as available time, facili,tiest Rersonnel, and funds must, of course, be-considered in
coming to decisions about providing ESL instruction.'
P

I

Prelimitary Questions'
.

Regardless of'who initiates a particular program, certain
questions will have to be answered' if planning and_implementation arefto be effective.,.We shall consider these questions
one by one at' the awe tibe, we shall. attempt to charaeterize
the extent and diversity of the ESL population in the U.S. The
most important' fact to bear in mind is that _no single kind of
program can be regarded as effecjiave in all situations where
English language instruction may be desirable.

1. 4 the need for English temporary or perdanent7
J

To identify the extent of the language "problam,ILAaLshall
first need to make a distinction between two kinds of populatione. One population that needs English language instrittion
is Comp9sed of thbse who will remain permanently in an
glish
language environment 'and who will need to interact in a largely
English-speaking communipy. The other kind of population,con-1
SiSti of those Nose atay,n an English-speaking environment 'is
temporary. ,After some relatiyely brief period of time, tempo-,
rary residents will return bo their own countries and len guAges, and their. use of (English will'be eliminated or at least
severely restricted.

.
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fermenent communities
,.-
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Ferman t communities include both native -borl:.,4iiizens of
."
grew up in homes where-a language other than
the U.S. wI
spoken, and those who have taken outsitherciti,
English
This includes such
zenship or permanent residence in the U.S.
,
groups as..Japanese Americans,.Chinese knericahs,,M;Iican
'Amercans,
and.large groups of refugees coming from Vietnam,
i
.,
Laos, Camblnia, the Soviet klnion, Cubat and other areas of the
world. As economic, -social, anclvolitical conditions around
the word chahgeKVarious groups of people react to tliese
changes by.seeking more aineniihle conditions elsewhere.
American
history is filled with accounts of such immigration paSperns of 4
individuals and large groups of people. Waves of immigration
have occurred at var us times during the history of the U.S.
It on'e tim'e'ior anoth r large groUps of Chinese, T,paliane, Irish,
SR.Germans, ind"J S, Among others', have migrated to the
United States to improve their chances. for economic and/or
% 111
sociaI.opportunity.
?)
>
710se groups of immigrants often came to the gnited States'
A;
.
expegting%to remain only.long'enough to achieve financial
Thi's,
secuTitY.er bo outwait Inauspicious, conditipne at home.
may hitVe inhibited- the learning of English for a time,but by .
.,
the 'second generation; there wasoftsually little doubt that
these families were permanent residents in the new country.
Whether they came expectrhgetostay or only' acknowledged their
i

'

.

-

.

.

!,.

...

.

,
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permanent status later, most of the gips voluntarily adqpted
the new Langhge and new cultural patterns; furthermore, they
applied pressUre, both on their children and 41ater waves of
ups of,later
Larger
arriving immigrants, to do the same.
immigrants, Ruch as the Indochinese, seem to be following simi-

lar pO terns.

1
,

r

.

ge.
The situation for native -born Imer.tcans from lan
nent popare also part of the pe
drMinority groups, whj.4e th
:u1Rtioni%is seMilthat diffffent. As mentioned ear er,.there
o grew up in
are about 29 million native-born Americans today
ually spoken.
homes where a languageoother thm English was
About 16 mi).lion are in U.S. public schoOTWAVaggoner 1978k.

All Native Amerfcans and many Mexican Americans cow:1;mm families that resided, sometimes for generations before the arrival
ropeans, in prime now beaklike to the'n.S. In addiof
apendie, Chinese; Italians;' Germans and others come
tion ma
from families who became citizens several genaiptions ago. In
eall such cases; it should be noted the minorIRY language is
still an:influential.factor in the language use patterns of the
i dividuals (Spolsky. 1970, St-466).'
.NotosIl those who, need ESL instruction are part of such"a
pdrmaneRt population. There ere many people Pho reside in the
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U.S.. for oAly'''a limited period of time, but who must have
enough control,of"various aspects of English to function - eftec-

41'

-.Thi4needs of this group are different from those of
' more permanent communities in that they may be restricted to a
IP?arrow range of situations and in the depth of skills to be
0 used,
Foreign students",in the miited States make up one ery
large group of temporary residents. There are Curren j about
a quarter, of a million foreign students in U.S. inst
tions of
hkgherlearning (Julian at al., 1979).' That number
d
increased steadily aver'the past few yeads, and it is ikely to
increase at eige higher rates in the' future. It is es mated
that by 1990;4,0reign st4gents will number over 1 million. With
so widely acceptillthroughout the world", particularly
as
,.lalquage of international commerce and technology, an
education in a U.S. institution'remains, for a large portion.°
the world today, a prized commodity. Other Engltdh-speaking
countries, such as the O.K., Canada, and Australia, al4 had
encountered increases in number and greater enrollme
rates
for foreigtr students.
International business, diplomacy, and industry provide
additionalnumbers of temlwary residents. In addition to
those, who live for a period' of time in this country - -along With
their spouses and fhmilies - -as representatives of foreign '1,
governments or as employeesof non -U.S. industry and busiaesi,
are the thpdiandswho come andgo on brie( assignments. These
individuals also must have some ancttiollat control of the Englash "language.
Most'of them have been able bi learn some of
their required languagelskills in the home country, but many of
them will hate attended school in the U.S. for a period ce time
prior.to joining their employers.
4P
Migrant laborers make up a significant part of the population of schOols in many areas of the country, and there are
increasing numbeetfitadu4 ESL prograinsabr these workers.
Generally,*ther
two different types of migrant workers:.
the "provisional" laborer, who still works in the traditional
industries such as agriculture, food processing, or fishing, but
who ceases to Move from place to piaci, electing instead to,
settle permanently in a communityCand the "itinerant," who continues to follow the harvest seasons. All migrant laborers are
poor, earning the lowest wages among ell workers in the U.S.
(Williams and Labrioll, p. 13). About one-third of all migrant'
#11
laborers are between the ages of 13 anA 17.4,14:alba seen
-that the migrant labor,kopulation comprises th
stinct
groups that may need ESL instruction:' school -age'children of
itinerant Laborere, school-Age children among the provisional
.
workers, and adult migrants. Obviously,' each gr oup has somewhat
Idifferent.language'needs..
f
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A Speciarstasq: the Illegal Alien
7
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Becausellethe
indetereds'ortestatus
4
littl scieknown about them, andAlmos
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al aliens,
lizations can
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be made. The stereotypical picture of illegal aliens as
'poverty- stricken, illiterate,Unomployed fugitives does'not fit
They may well be
t11 -- perhaps not even the majority of - -cases.
students, homeowners, or employed and active contributbre to
their communities. They may or may not consider...themselves permanint residents, and may or may not be acti< rely sOkIngEnglish
language instruction.

Implications

It is important to recognize the different types oi pOpula-,
tions because, as we,hive attady poi'ntef out, there will be
some important difference* in the particular kinds of ESL
instruction that will be appropriate in each situation.
.One such difference is in the kind of language that will be
mporary resident,
For the
eded by the ESL population.
but there will be
re will be functional needs, of course
lish than for the
less needfor 'extensive knowledge of
pe
ent communities. Fot those who are here temporarily,
th e will not be the need for standards of correctness
ap oaching the,nativa-like control:of the language required by
who are part "of the larger community.
thd
In'the matter of sociocultural functions, the temporary
resident will no doubt feel that an understanding of the rules
of language interaction will be helpful; but such understanding
does not imply that, the temporary resident will want to adopt- even for the time being - -such cultural performances. It is
only temporarr0.S.
apparent that since individual who
residents will be returning aft cd brief time bo.the home
sociocultural rules of
culture and language, the control
ce. ,The more common and
language use ia of only minor impor
familiar itemci ouch usage - -greetin and leave taking, intro .ductions, expressions of friendship and the like - -will be
th some facility.
important enough to control
at rgnguage and cultural patterns
In addition to the fact
to such individuals, At has been
are, only temporarily istpapt
observed that the lack of complete control of the language has
a kind of. protective 'function. That is, the person who demonstrates perfect control of the language is expected to behave in
All respects like a native spaker--demonstrate the same values,
beliefs, attitudes and 110 on. However; the person who wishes-to
remain within his or her can culture may unconsciously display a
"foreton accent" or speak ungrammatically but understandably, as
a way of signalling others not to expect too much.
'

4

2.* What kind of program will be requifed by the size of'the'
ESL population?
one of phe problems of determinVng tie need fOr an ESL pro gram/withif a community is that of locating the individuals of
.

f

/

limited English - speaking ability who may take part in.the proposed instructioual program. A look at the numbers of nen- '
nitive English- speaking Americans and non-citizens currently'
resident in the U.S. suggests that there is indeed a need for
increased numbers of ESL programs suitable for both temporary
andype
ant populations of ESL speakers.
As
have indicated, the number of foreign student,
rentl in the U.S. Is more .than a gdarter,of a
aatikelio
American citizens and permanent resident,. ai.the country moblir

*bout 28 minim. There have been many gueees as to the-number

.

of undocumented aliens now in the U.S. Oree estimate is that
only i in 10 such persons is ever identified, and.that the total
now within U.S. borders is probably
12 million
people; One border station in California
month was
reported tO have identified 41,000'illegal kit
at'edtry, if
the 111 An 10 thesis" is correct; then nine tiles that many wer4
successful. The 12 milliOn figure hay be closer to the true
number than the loner figure. In additii3e
above groups,
there is of course-the conetant flOW of per
industry,
research, trade, and technology who aafr be re
nt for brief
perio0s of time but who must be reckoned as a part,of the EBL
population aiince they do from
to time need ESL service for
theaselvhs and their families.
gantic one,in some Situations.
The problem can become a
In Houston, for example,
ternational charaister of the city
in recent years has ihcr
d,
d thie,has -draft diplomatic,
commercial,-and educational interests tE thecity inlarge nuebets.
Limited fUnding'for public edlicktionis being *trained by,
the large numbers-of nontaxable fimilierkith children in the
public schools, and the local school district hail investigated
ways to reduck this burden. The 4ueiion of whether such ed4cational services ought to'be provAded to. these noncitizens is
extremely complex, and the issue is currently being debated between various federal governiental agencies, the states, and
, locAl school-4istricts.
.

.

t is the variety of language backgrounds represented by
the ESL community? Can the prospective program be based on a
homogeneous group of speakers, or'are any languages-.
reprepented?
3.

'

"Irt

The Educational Testing Service list;over 130 pp:Bible.
langueges of those who take their Test ofahiglish as a Yereign
Language CINDE1114..
Naturally, some of these rarely show up inESL classes. Still, when the Houston Indepepdent School District recently surveyed its mbn -English -speaking 'population,

nearly 100 languages INN represented.' Soso studente.mpeak not
one or two languages, but three, four, and Stmetinlis five or
more. A Lebanese Jew, for example, speeks Hebrew, possibly
Yiddish. and Arabic,,probably Trench, andforhaps English and
German as well.

_.
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graphical arias` of the 0.6. reflect concentia, tionS of
fic languages, and celptai4 languages are quite
prOoginant
e U.S.asa,Whoie. Heavy concentrations, of
Spanish are found, naturally, in Florida, the Southwest, Cali7I
fornia, and in the largest cities of theiEast and Midwest.
Chinese is a commonly spoken language in'Californta, as ig
'Japanese. .There are milbentratione.of psench'in Maine and in
Louisiana.
The largest' percentage of foreign students inep.S. collegss,
and universities is Chinese speaking, accounting for about 11%
of the totaf. Saudi Arabia, Lebanon, and Jordan suppllemany.
'speakers of Arabic. Latin. American countries contribute heavily
to the non-native English- speaking student population of U.S.,
institutiongkof,higher .education (Julian et al., 1979):- Such
figures\ are,-homevezk, dependent on world conditions-. Before the
Iranian revolution, Farsi speakers represented the largest group
of students from a sirigle'loreign country:' 15%:of the total in
1978 (ibid.).
Even though such concentrations of language,.backgrouhds can
be identified within a particular region, school administrators
or others who are contemplating the organization. of ESL programs
shduld not expect to find classrooms with only one language
backgrodhd represented.
While certain school districts are
large enough to support several bilingual educational programs
in quarioqs languages, `most situations will find students from
many language hackgiomnds represented in angle classroom.
This.is a far sore typical situation than tle homocjeneous class.

,
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4.

What areas of the country are most 14kely to need ESL

lemma

,According to areport of the National Bureau of Eduditional
Statistics (1978), 13% of the total population of the U.S. is of
a non-English language background. It is difficult to geneial Al,ize.beyond this about the nation as a whole. The
ific lan- ..
auagis
ken are related toparticular regions of
e country.
46
Spailfh
akers make up about one -third of the U.S. total:'
Sixty p1 cent of the school -age language minority-speaks Spanish

f

...

as a first language. WO thirds of the people with a Spanish
language background life in Arizona,'Californial Col
, New
Mexico, and femais, and these states, plus New York Florida,
Illinois, and New Jersey, account for 90% of the Spani
background population.
Twenty-five Percent of French speakers live in Louisiana,
and another 40% to Maine, Massachusetts, and New York. German speaking people art-to beifoundiin numbers exceeding- 100,000 in
New Jersey, New York, Pennsyrfthia, Illinois, Michigan, Minnesota, Ohio, Wisconsin, California, and Texas. Most of the language-minority pergons in this survey were born.in the U.S. or
its territories. *together, 23 of the 50 states.have a language minority population of more than 10 percent..,
,,,
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Among the foreign !students, enrollment patterns currently
reflect a shift away from the northeastern states tb the .South west.
his is partly bicause the largest OPEC nations, such ,as
Nigeria, Venezuela, and Saudi Arabia, account for a lirge percentage of all foreign"students in the U:S. today, and they ten
to prefer climates similar to their own and cities such as
...Houston, with its petroleum-based economy.
Others, such asegal aliens, are generally found in the
largest 'ports of entry and in the *border states."
The examples given here are sufficient to show that the
distribution of people from non-English language backgrounds is
not homogeneous throughout the country, 6butqlepends on concentration% by language background in specific areas. 'While foreign students
the past were to 'be found oily in the largest,
most prestigiot;i,
; and best - known. universities, there are high
enrollments toda sin schools of every size, frdm those with the
highest standards of admission to those with the lowest, and in
every area of the country, rural or uhian.

ti

5.

At what level of stud, and for'students >of what ages,
should programa be organized?
A survey'of income and educ- ation conducted by the U.S.
Bureau of the Census in the spring of 1976 (Waggoner. 1978) broke
down 'language - minority information by age groups (preschool,
iphool age, and adult). Oi-the total non-English-speaking population, 21A1 million were of preschool age, 5 million;were of
school Age, and nearly 21 million were
the adult postsecondary category.
The statistics on the 21/2 million people who speak no English
at ell are especially interesting. About 90% of them are 19
years old or older. 'The same survey indicates that in addition
to these non-English speakers, there are about 284,000 allildren
under the age of 4 who live in households where no polish is
spoken, about 70% of these households being Spanish speaking.Concerning the language.backgrounds'of the non-English speakers,
roughly 80% represent European languages, largely Spanish;
another 10% arefrosi various Asian lAnguagest and the remaining
10% repreient a wide variety of other linguages.
To these' figures it is necessary to add the 250,000 foreign
students curre
in U.S. institutions'of'higher oducationly
those in the "adult" category above public.ischool age (visiting
7scholats, researchers, governmental repieeentativezu business-.
men, and various others who work here on a temporareipsis) as
well as the unknown nizmbers of illegal aliens.
.

6.

For what purposes will pitential students' want to study
gnglish?

The Institute of International Education observes that
engineering continues to be the most popular field of study for
6

'
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all
foreign students (Julian et al., 1970. Nearly a third
foreign students are currently in this field of study.
next'greatest number are studying business and management.
Together, these fields account for 45% of b.s. foreign student
enrollments.
Also popular are natural and life seiences and
Slightly less than half of the forei6 stusocial sciences.
dents in the U.S. today are in graduate. school, and about 85%
of all, foreignostudents are in four-year institutions. The
number of students who enroll in two-year schools is rapidly
Increasing, however, partly because theke are greater numbers
of such institutions eager to accepthem, and partly because
education in.two-year community colleges is virtually free.
.

Pr

Sumetary

In our attempt to identify the nature and extent of the
need for-ESL programs in thelinfted States, we have briefly
touched on two essentially different types of communities of
Relatively stable, permanent comsecond language speakers.
munities, such as immigrants, refugees, and native-born Americans from non-English language homes, will need to function with
near-native proficiency in English. Their needs will be uniformly great in nearly all domains except for family and home.
On the otherOhand, members of transitory, more temporary oommu nities, such as foreign student communities, foreign Pusiness/
industrial isersonhel on temporary assignment; an4 migrant Labor era, will demonstrate varying-ESL needs and levels of profi cienqy, depend inf co the' specific domains in which they operate.
For ohe croup,, educational needs may take precedence over all
others( while for another group-:foreign professionals, for '
example= -ssociociltural and functional requirements are preeminent.

We have attempted to identify the major.geographical areas
of the country'and associate them with specific langtiage
groups.
Di general, the.most urgent and most easily identified
program needs are those of large cities.
It goes without saying, however, that even in the smallest community, or the, most
, sparsely populated regions of the country, there will be individuals who urgently need ESL instruction.
The pitterfts of distribution of U.S. language=minoritias
indicate that the largest proportion of them are at the postContrary to popular'belief, most of the persecondary level.
manent population Who need ESL are not new arrivals, but'were
born in the United States or one of its territories.
,

THE NEEDS, ASSESSMENT PROCESS

se

rn the previoxis sections we described the limited-English speaking population of the U.S., who are potential candidates for
ESL instruction and specified the_char cteristics of an ESL

7
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prOgraa.. We 'bow turn to Au detailed discuseittniof three major,
steps -in assessing the peed. for such programs.
4
(,1) The assessment process begins w;tifthe identifidation of
language-Minority tommunity(ies). ,Onse the
itial contact has
been med$44a more preciee!.ana extensive id
ification of the
community must be undertakeni
...
(1,) The.
next step'in.aesesging, ESL needs is to determine the
specific goers of the community tyet hai teen identified and
.

those of eke community -at large.::totb thrlanguagrainority
,pcardbity and the large; commnnity of which it is* part have
interests that must be safeguarded idrthe implementation 9f arty

.

ESL program. Those tn,need of ESL instruction as well as those
wbo Seek to provide 1.t must'be clear, about their reasons for
wanting agrOgram. These goals,. once identified, should be
stated in language that is persuasive, objective, and clear.
They shoUld be iddiessed to ir4widuals who are in a position
to implement or conduct' such issauctional programs.
(3) The third step in assessing ESL program needi is the
deterainktion of the extent of
need:
once the clientele and
the goals have been identified,:the establishment of the program
must be.justified. :
A fourth phase of program 'needs assessment - -testing' - .involves the evaluation of the degree to which specific language
needs of the ESL tommunity are being met. This means that once
the goals of thepommugaty ere-known. it will be possible to
select or to develop specific evaluation instruments tlet can
indicate how well the community is at present meeting iRese
goals.
Put ahother'way, it is essential to establish the specific whys in which the members of the community are not ableto

'
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fulfill' their own goals.
s

s

.

.

Evaluation of the characteristics dt a'community's English
language Ilkse regdfres a coordinated assesiment'rether than *
single evaluation instrument. The partic
1 methods and
instruments used for this phase of the
s.
4110men t process
should be validvand reliable measures of theitientified goals;
they should be efficient for testing large - umbers of people;
and they shbuld befree of lieges or unsubstantiated intuitions
that may affect the outcome of the assessment.
A great variety pf assessment instrument, and procegbes are
available, and the useof more than one means of assessment is
desirable. The main consideration in their selection is. that
they fit the goers of the particular community as closely as
possible.
The assessment of ESL needs ie incomplete:wilhout a summary
repo/a of the findings, which makes clear the obligations of
'This is too extensive a topic to cover adequately in the prop
ent discussion. See the bibliograph and additional readings
section at the and oe this publica on for-some useful texts in
ESL testing.
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the wider community and the needs of theilanguage-minOrity community of which it is a part.' The report is, in one sense, the
plan for implementing the recommendations. The report oust
state what kind of program is recommended, specify the linguistic goals, and suggest means for initiating action.

-

6

Identification oflanguage-Minority Communities
What binds together a community of ESL learners is the fact)
that tpey all learned to speak another language .before they
learned to speak English. An ESL community exists within the
context of Anbeducational, social, or geopolitical community.
It is a group within a group.
Such ESL speakers will bear certain sitilarkt ies_to each
other as well as 4monstrate certain differences among then-,'
selves. All second language speakers, for example, know at
least one other communication system that permits them to funcFor sUchdapeakers,
tion in social intercourse faith each other.
English will serve as a second communiCatioh systiem, We ,Which
will be activated only under 4ert n specific conditions or'for
ities theso,activities will In some oo
sp*cific activities.
be educational in ndruref in others the second language will
serve purely functional purposes; and in others, it will be
used for sociocultural reasons. Whatever the purpose, however,
there is bound to be a certain homogeneity of functional use of
the languag4 within the_ISL community.
Oh the otherhand, even within a given community, certain
individuals will'have mastfied the target language to a much '
In fact, al3ilities can range from
greater degree than others.
'
nearlyano control of the language at all to near native-like
Consequently, the ESL program devised
proficiency in English.
for the community 'will notdokrve all individuals equally well.
it therefore include ways" to assess English pro-The program
ficienqg in order to separate those individuals who nee0 an
instructional progrdM from those who are obviously functioning
,

dYldequately without oee.

-

Delwinding on the diversity of the language Badkgrounds
represented in the community, there may be Some differences in
the par cular areas and specific features of English that aie
For example, it is
not
rolled adequately by the speakers
L class those whose
not uncommon to find in aoollige-level
tal
oral language is fluent hit who lack even the most fan
e, others w 11
notions of writing in English; at the same
control the written language admirably but cannot speak intelligibly or upderstand the English of native speakers aiouncl.them.
Some 4p/reign students seem to have a large English vocabulary,
without beiag able to,put the wordskogether coherently.
The specific objedtives of this first phase of the assess-

ment processare
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2.1

to identify the ESL oommunity by describing its size,
Amber of languages represented, aEtd various demographib
characteristibss.
4

to dbteraine if the oommunity is a permanent or a tapprary oommunity;
to identify
further asses

unity resources for participation in
N6:,
nt procedures.

Initial Contacts
In this initial step of the assessment process, it is important to establish contacts with represeipatives bf all levels of
the ESL community. itt later stages of the process, suchentacts will be valuable for carrying cut the more specific evaluations of abilities, and in' assessing community needs and goals.
This step may require some frustrating anyLunpreductive activity.
It is necessary to get into the community itself, insofar
as one can, to meet contacts' families and friends. If the oom-*unity
an.mcadsaic one, student representatives can be invaluable, and foreign student associations are also willing to
cooperate.
Many oommunities, such as the employe es of a company, are
'nsarl./..self-defined and their members easily identified.
' Others, such as oommurfities of illegal aliens, are nearly
4
impossible` to define or describe.
o The first contact with a Ratential ESL oommunity is some-times made,because'a representative of the oommunity+often
someone who needs ESL instruction himself or herself-Tseeks
help.
A foreign student has failed a course in freshman'Englisk
because of an inability to write a composition in English. A
Vietnamese refugee shows "upeat the YMCA looking for an English
language class in order to get a job as an orderly in a local
hospital. An employee of a telephone company =Die the English
department of a Ural university Mask if there Are English
classes at night so that she can get a better job at her coopan
is lo doubt happens less often than it.should, because
in come ities that have no organized ESL programs already,.
there
no way to know who might logically be approached.
Often it is the church, the Loaal high school, a university, or
some social service organizapion that can provide appropriate
/
services.
But more common than the clients' making the first .00ntaq0,
is the situation where someone in the English-speiking oommunity
recognizes the, need for a new program. Often this is someone
Who, because of the nature of his or her job, has frequent contact with a number ortersons unable to function adequately in
,English, e.g., a receptionist or secretary; someone in a social
service jobs, a small-business owner; a foreman or superintendent
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1n charge of a.team of workers; a clerk in a hospital, office, A
bank, or store; or a faculty or staff member et a schdok or oolleg. Consider the following instances of initial contacts:
A small-business owner was receiving unsatisfactory
reports from customer? about floor employees who couldn't
answer questions or answered the phone and then hung up when
'
they didn't underptand the caller's question;
A supervisor of a crew of workets for the grounds and
buildings gaintainance staff of a university wanted materials
so that he could teach EngliSh to his monolingual Spanish /speaking staff;
speaking
A supervisor in a very/large engineering-construction
fire that employs hundreds of ESL speakers in various drafting
and supervisory capacities requested the manager of one of the
training programs to provide a communications skills "crash
course" for soaa-of these employees who had been identified as
having on-the-job communication problems; the manager in turn ',contacted a local intensivp ESL program;
7 Parents of Vietnamese high school students asked the
guidance counselor of a local high school to provide some special help in ESL; since the high. school did not have an ESL
prOgram, they in turn asked the local YWCA to provide after school instruction in ESL for the students;
The janitor of a local high school telephoned the English
departmont'of the university to ask for help in finding a book
from which to teach ESL to hicustodial staff whom beep wife '
had volunteered torteach;
The staff of a neighborhood activities center received 1
many requests for ESL classes for the Spanish - spiking ranidents of the irea;
After many revolts from the coiMunity, the public
library, through its branches, offered classes in ESL;
ESL classes wore started in a junior college after
numerous complaints were received from faculty members who
found they were 'pending too such of their time teaching
feign students to speak and write English rather than the
Sect matter they were supposed to teach;
American university students enrolled in laboratory sections taught by foreign graduate students could not understand
the speech of the instructors; the situation was so provoking
that there was'a near-revolt of the students, and the result
vat a new state requirement that all foreign instructors had to
pass a test of spoken English before they could be assigned to
.

.

the classroom.
These many examples of initial contacts serve to emphasize -that the first contact can come from either someone in the community at large who recognizes the need or from someone in the
ESL community who makes a request for the service.
hat Asphasardly, principally
Con cts are often made
most people do not krnhit there are thousands of
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people in this 6ouotry who hae had training or experience
in
the teaching of Inglish as a second language.
If the person
makingethe contact is fortunate, hp or she might find
someone,
whp is knowledgeable or who knows of other locally Mailable
resource persons who can be contacted for help.
Describing the Community

The investigator should not be content in most cases with a
single means of identifying the community.
There are nearly
always ways to cross-validate perceptions.
For example, enroll- .
mints in IfiL courses provide
one estimate of)the size of a cos-.
munity, but registration Of-ethnic-surnamed
people may reveal a
different 'number.
Large disparities in estimates should be
checked carefully.
One of the first questions that must be repel
that of
the age and educational level of the community.
rilastmeffil.
to
,
for egample, whither the population of the community
is
iry all school-age or older, or whether'there
are in fact
a pi' ificant nemberof preschoolers
in theomminity.
I ormation is also useful cmAhe
occupations and/pr
soci
ohomic statue of individuale in the language-minority
community. Thts frequently correlates
highly 'with the educational levels attained.- The Inddohinese refugee provides as
good example. The refugees themselves
come from all walks of
life and from a broad range of socioeconomik levels.
Prior to
coming tp the U.S., they may have beentverYthing from laborers'
or policemen todoctorsJor professors.
'

Determining Community Goals
1

The WOLCommunity

Sven within comities that seem on the surface to be
fairly homogeneous, there are differences in goals, and
some of
these can be significkft. For example, an intensive university
program may,have two or three hundred students enrolled at a'
givIm time. Itcan be seasonably assumed that
most of these
students wilt eventually end up in an academic program of study
at that or another university or at a college or technical
school.
Out this is not actually the case. In nearly every program
such as this, there are some studeAs who do not intend
to
enter a university program at all tut sre learning Snglish to
satisfy other personal "oath --inteiaction with Americans pr
functional control of the language to get a job, for example.
They may have chostn that particular program, even though
it
doesn't quite suit their'parposes, because it ie the most eine-%
dient (and sometimes the only possible) solution.'
Whatever the-intent of the program, in most cases, those
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guige classes will have theii own personal
who enroll in
Ordinarily this should cause mi$mal probobjectives in
lems, especially a the beginning levels of language fluency.
e'more fluent, they often find that
However, as students
eir needs. While a program
particular piOgrams do not meet
satisfy specific objectives for
cannot and should not attempt
everyone, most mcgrams will be flexible enough to adapt to
individual needs. In the example cited above, there may be a
conflict between the program objectives, which emphasize academic English (and attendan't skills of reading and composition),
and individual objectiva, which may include oommunicative
styles not appropriate in the classroom, and will certainly not
include much emphasis on academic reading and writing.
Occasionally,.atudents may appear in ESL classes because
they want to achieve literacy in English, although their basic
language skills of understanding, speech, grammar, and so on,
Literacy for adults is a special'problem, and
are quite good.
requires unique materials and approaches that most college level programs are not prepared to piovide. Before admitting
such students, it wduld be well to consider whether the .program
as it is organized is flexible enough or has staff with the
necessary expertise to be of any help.
We have mentioned befbre that more permanent communities
will have somewhat different goals fro those of a temporary
Furthermord; standards of Performance and accepcommunity.
tability will change somewhat. It will be necessary to deter,
mine whether the clientele are U.S.-born or foreign -born. If
tIey are foreign-born, it will be necessary to know whether
fEey have been residents of the U.S. for a long period of time
or if they are recent arrivals, for this can be a relevant factor in the selection of instructional patterns and goals for
the ESL program.
rgely_of immigrints or refugees,
If the group is made up
the language program will inc de many more of-the sociocultural
is may, in fact, be the major'
aspects of American life, and
Forthbse who are native-born Americans,
task of the teacher.
to attempt to teach sociocultural patterns of behavior,may risk
offending some individuals.
'

...-

r"
The Community at, Large

It would be appropriate at this point to discuss the goals
of the larger-cormunity,.not specifically those .of its ESL memWe are cancerned here with the community as a whole,
bers.
whether it is a city, a corlirge or university, a public school,
or A corporation.
In order to determine the goals that any community may deem
appropriate, it is necessary to establish what benefits the
bers of the community may perceive as the result of accomplishing these goals.
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English as a second language programs satisfy the loals of
those 'who provide the services as well As those who need them.
,

Full participation in a community'sgovernance berkits all
While this fact may be understood
and appreciatectty some members of the commUnity,'others4say
sometimes feel that instituting programs that seelp-t6 benefit
only arsmall part of the community- -those who need,ESL instrucmembers of .the. community.

tion-relay not be worth the time, effort, and dkpense that it
..
would require.
One school district recently questioned whether it was
°
desirable to provide free education to ]fie Orean residents. in
the oporadnit YI on the basis that it was 414;10 on the taxpayers
to provide such services. Discussions ori'tNT's topic generally
d(i.
not include/the fact that the presence of such.fordign personnel in large numbers proIldee the city with millions- of
dollarsih business and trade from abroad. These people speid.
then
liars locally, recirculating them many times. Furthermore foreign residents of a community, whether timpbrary or
permanent, whether legal or undocuftented, pay - substantial
.
amounts in taxes from buying or renting property,sples taxes;

IP

...

.

and so" on.

Colleges and0Universities
1).

University and college communities sometimes reach lidilar
conclusions about the "dubious" benefits of the foreign. student
presence on their campuses, especially if it means providing
specialssrVices. One community college in Texas has decided to
eliminite foreign studerit enrollments rather than provide special English language instruction,, Such A view is xenophobic
and arochial. It is worthwhile to exasini:briefly some of the
Aw benefits"that accrue to colleges and universities through the
presence of international students on campus.
Contact with other cultures provided by international
students Aids American students in better understanding the
physical, moral', and intellectual world in which they live.
One of the things that foreign students find incredible about
Americans is their lack of knowledge of geography and history
4knot only of the world, but also of their own country.- Understandingother Cultures also enhancefi understanding of'ourselves.

North Americans are increasingly interdependent with other
nations as far as natural resources, human resources,' political
and military strength, and.wor/d trade markets are concerned.
We benefit ourselves by benefiting others. When we educate
people from around the' world Jo our institutions, we augment our
own national interest through stimulation and exchange.of technology, information, and products. In.other words, we help to
create world markets for our products and talent through international scholarship exchange.
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ence offinter94...increase contact through the
11,and cooperanationals on campusep we increase the good
tion bf other astiona, if we have provided in ernat onals with
good experiences here: Policy decisions in f reign corporations
and governments are made by many individuals who have been educated in the United ftates* To the'extent that an American educate gp was a,. productive and positive experience, the good*will
To the extent lipat.'
genbrated bytiuch exchange will increase.
Americans isolate ttimselves, it will degrease.Foreign students, and especially foreign scholars, con -.,
tribute talent, knowlq#ge, and expertisein many areas where
s7
Americans lag behind tMe rest of the woad",
American universities that encourage the presence or
internationals on their campuses find that thlif often are
encouraged to reciprocate the exchengeby aiganizing prZigrams
of study and teaching &regd. Academic unris(in the universities thus broaden their Uope'of-operation:
The presence-of fbreign students on'a campus often-signals
to a foreign corporation or government that there is American
interest and expertise on the campus that could be of benefit ta.'
them. Thus; in many cases, grants add oonttacts paid for by the
iration or government bring additional financial support to

S

stitution.
Some American colleges and universitdesi need foreign students, particukarly at the graduate level, in order to keep
programa alive that would not survive on their Americanftstudint
enrollments alone - -e.g., engineering, business, and agriculture ,
4000
courses.
These facts'ihdicate clearly,the desirability --somet
the necessity - -of international contact. Concomitant wit
presence of internationals, of course, is the mminiefor ESL
instruction. 1p order for the experience of the international
student/scholar on campuses to bet productive, adequate language
facility is essentia4" This can only be achieved through well run ESL programs. U.S. institutions Of higher education should
realize that by accepting foreign students into their community,
they incur a moral Obligatioh as well to provide the'kinds of
services such stidents need -- including advisdra who understand
the special problems, of foreign students.
There has been a recent tendency toward the creation of
programs in institu-special intensive and semi
in junior and community>
tions of higher education, particu
These appear to be popular.mcause there is a modest
colleges,.
profit to -be made from them. Such programs often.charge.high
tuition rates;ahag. large classes, and upe untrained and/or
inexperienced teacAers (Gay,1975). Typically such institutions
skim off the "profits" from these programs and do not return
the money to the program itself fdr/adequate salarasiNfacilittes, or services. It should be emphasizea that most institutions offm,legitimste, high quality programs the "English-forems are still in the minority. '
predit" pr

.
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Industry
As a special kind of community, a large corporation-- particularly one with multinational interests - -is especially sensitive
to the loss of "talent" that results from language- 'based cooleunicatioh problems.
Such corporations require the expertise of
foreign engineers and other specialists and are increasingly
interested in providiis specialized language-training programs
so that these taleats become available to thelAin an efficient
and economidal way.
Employers often find that while workeriOcan'get along on
little orno English language ability, their services,'eff
ciency, and productivity often rise, and absenteeism and
n over often.datine, after the establishment of ESL pr
ams,for
their Unguage-minority. employees. Such benefits
e no's to be
overlooked as trivial.,,Some large companies offer in-house ESL
instruction, 6/rifle others permit employees to study English on
company time or iudeed reimburse the student for the cost of
such instruction.
The benefits of the ESL class to the ESL spegker are obvious, and we have treated them easeuterer 'better Ape, more
responsibilities, and improved financial security all-go along
with increased ability to use the Engliih language in a work
context. This is, as we have said, as much a part of the, goals
of the business institution or ommnunity as it is 9f the goals
of the community itself.
.

fit

Public'SchOols

The special goals,of American education require provision'
for language-minority students to achieve education through the
schdoi systems.
It has take a long time for the U.S. to recognize its responsibiliti4sepo'language-minoiity people; particularly in the schools. The Bilingual Education section of the
Elementary and Secondary Education Act and its subsequent amend -'
manta have sought to intervene in public education on behalf of
the rights of minorities to receive education oneanequitable
basis witkell other Americans.
itoreient, federal, state, and local governmeqtal units
are responsible for the provision of equal access to educational
opportunities, regardless of language background. The federal
government promides direct assistance through grants for programs and in support for research in .,bilingual educatont state
governments allocate al'ortion of their funds to provide services for minority-language children; and Lobel governments are
expected, if they are to continue to receive federal and state
monies, to provi
adequate programs.
,The largest sh d of all funds, for educatioh of Lznguageminority children ha been provided for'bilingual education in
the public - schools;
ss Money has been provided specifically
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for ESL programs. Programs for foreign students studying in
the U.S. receive no federal or state money ingst cases and
usually are entirely self-supporting.
Communities, then, regardless of their specKic nature,

asonably"clear goal,* in implementing-4SL lnItruction:

have

leto

facilltati participation in community affairs of all
members of the community;
,m,

0

to,utilize a greater part of the available talent and
,
workforce;
to encourage more individuals to become independebt of
public assistance; and

to encourage the education of all children at the least
expense.
I

Determining the Extent of Need

So far in this-erection we have discussed some general principles of identifying the ESL community and its goals. We now
turn our attention to the question of determining whether there
is suffiCient need to justify the establishment of an ESL prbpgram once these steps have been taken. Some of the factors that
have to be considered are_the size of the community, the 'diversity of languages, And the recency of the speakers' arrival.Size of the Community
The need for a pnogram should not be determined by number
The identification in a community of a single individual whose command of English is insufficient for him or her to
function adimplatetly as one at its members is enough to warrant
the initiation of some kind of program.
Programs vary, as we have suggested, from arrangements for,
a few individuals on an occasional basis to very large aril
complex institutes that prepare students for academic sally in
American colleges and universities: The general principle is
A speakers, the more diverse
that the greater the n
complic ed and complex
their needs and the mo
.\ the structure
of the ESL' program will

alone.

Diversity of Languages
Programs in communities consisting 'of a single ethnic
groul>, where all second language speakers speak the same native,
language, may be organized on the basis of a different set of
assumptions, from those forMommunities where the language backgroUnd of the population represents a wide range of different
'languages. leis sometimes a peculiarity of the junior community college that a single institution will attract many
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speakers of the same Language. Sometimes, programs are organized specifically on this'basis,',of course - -for eiample, for
Vietnamese or for IndoChinesegena;ally or for Spanish-speaking
adUlts.
More cdamOn, however, is the pragram that. will have several
--even dozens of-- different languages represented., Chicagp, for
instance, offers more than 12 different bilingual programl in
Spanish/English, Arabic/English, German /English, and so on.
Even a @Mall community can have a diverse population, especially if it is the home of a collage Or university,. A multi lingual/cUitural program in a small flltnois city enrolled
children from over a dozen language backgrounds in its first
year. It is eviden, that the problem or-Administering
such a
program is quite complex, from both a pedagogical and'an administrative point of view. with only one or two students in a
single school or at a single grade level, there ih little
opportunity to offer the same kinds Of services as those provided to native English- speaking children.
In public schools, children should be grouped with their
age.peers, not by their performance oh tests or by attained
grade level. A significant number of presch
or post-high
school age children may signal the'fact that programs for these
age groups may be feasible.

Recency of Arrival

be.p:Tpeople who qualify for. ESL instruction andwho would
ntial clientele for such programs were born in the'
United States. Others are recent arrivals.
ICis not unknown
,..for some foreign studants 't.0 get off the plane one afternoon
Imad find themselves in earML"class the next morning. The
recency'of the integrationo
individual into an English speaking environment ghoul
into account in estimating
the urgency of the need for pfogr
It has been observed that some_
the language problems of
I'border areas are due partially.to
e fact that 'these communi4es are constantly being reinforc
ty new arrivals of language-minority speakers. While
the shift from one
language to another, it aleo.reta ds the ability of individuals
to learn the second language. In such a situation, the peed for
language programs is a continuous one. Bilingual
ies
are highly desirabi 4 but both the first and the se
d language
must be supported
thin the,educatitmal setting foY this to
take place.
Communit
with patterns of migration- that reinforce and oonstantly-,tin
s supply of those in-need of ESL
will need to think seriously
ut the kinds of programs that
4111 be acceptable to the community.

istrotara
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CHARACTtRISTIC ASSESSMENT PRACTICES
OF SOME SPECIFIC COMMUNITIES
So far we have examined siecific steps in the needs assessidentification of the-community,,detsrmining the
ment process:
goals of the community, and determining the extent of need. We
now take a look at some specific communities and the'ways in
'whiat they characteristically assess and meet their program
needs in English as a second language.
.Communities can vary greatly in their makeup and in the
baiis of 'their organization; it is essential, therefore, to"look
at several differentrtypes of comiunities,in detail trunderstand some of the'specific processes that may be useful. A process that is useful in one type of communIty may be helpful in
another; on the other hand, it may serve no purpose in a different setting.
Public Schools

Those who have worked in the area of English as a second
language or bilingual educationhave for a long time followed
ejNiablishyd procedures for identifying, testing, and assigning
'students to appropriate educational programs. Typically,
school districts are,required by state laws-,-Operating under
federal guidelines--to identify all potentially limited Englishspeaking persons of school age who reside within their districts
These could be children
and who qualify fot pslic,education.
who speak both Ei§lisfi and another langUage, or whose parents
use-another language in the hose.
Once such persons have been identified, their-lagguage
'skills ;bust be assessed to determine if they should be carolled
in a bilingual education program or nded other English language
instruction. ManyStates have evaluated various instruments to
leterminwhe effectiveness of these tests in making such judgments. StateredUOaiional agencies generally establish policy
regarding the use o suchtests, including a list of "approved"
tests for placement purposes. .
There are established ways, therefore, in which students
can be returned frog bilingual ClasSEUOms to "regular" class roosts, where they will functiorksompletely in English. These
are precriteria for moving students-back to
scribed by the schools themielves in lost oases. The problem. of
administration of edu'ca"keeping.track" of students- for'
tional programs requires that specific processes be set up and
One of the meet omSdon ways to do this is to use Imo
followed.
sort of control record, such as the one in Figure 1, which is
A document such as this
kept in the student's permanent file.
provides` information not only as to the ethnic group identity of,
the student and the results of the home language survey, but the
results of the tests of hose and school language abilities and

regular dams
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The following information and suppoiting documents are to be
included in each stdeht's official cumulative folder:
1. Hams Language Survey
2.
English Language Proficiency Tai&Results
3.
Record of
A.
Parenturaoval/disapproval for student's 'placement
in bi
1/E.S.L. program; and
B.
Student'idessignment to program.
4.
Program llwitTocusientation
5. 'possible Prograa'Re -entry Documentation
,

.

!

!owe Language Survey
Date completed

2.

Inglis

Home lansu2O%specified

Language Proficiency Test Rasulta

Mime of Test
Date Of rest
Test Administrator
Restatss
English Lewd
Spanish Level (bilingual only)
3.

A.

B.

4.

Student Assignment to program:
Bilingual
E.S.L.

#
School
11,

Program *tit Documentation
A.
Test Data
Name of Test
Date of Test
Reading & Language Arts Percentile
B.

s.-

i..
Parent approval for student placement in program?
.
Yes
Ho
Date

Dtstrict's El6tiftcaion to Parents
Parent approval for student to be reclassified as
-n6n-LESA and rsassigned.to regular, all-English curiiculum: Yes
No
Date

Possible Program Me-entry Documentation
A.
Subjectilie criteria utilised'(contact.supervisor):
\5

B.

Parental pp
Yes
So

ssion or student's re-entry into roma?
Program

tigure.1:. Example of a summary sheet recording
pertinent data c$ bilingual /ESL students
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records related to the student's placement and progress in ESL°
Or bilingual programs. The specific content of docaments such
as these should provide as such iniOrmatign as may be' needed in
the future to make sound educational decisions.
In addition to such record keeping for purposes of identifying and assessing individuals' needs, public schools generally
regard same fora of smeary information as an essential part of
the planning and implementation of new languageprograms. These
_
culinary statements often include tabulated summaries of the'
limited English-speaking population of a, school district. In
smaller schools or districts, these may be quite simple lists
students by grade level with information regarding their home
In cases where
language backgrounds, ages, and grade levels.
larger districts with many schools are involved, they may be
An exampktof a comprehensive summary sheet
quite extensive.
for a larger school distriar(Figure 2) is provided hate.
The school system represented in Figure 2 was a moderate sized one with nearly 11,000 students in the secondary systek.
, about 1,640, or 15% of tAe'total school enrollmang, were nonIn individual schools,.tkis ranged
native English speakers.
from 0% to 66%. The district kept records from year to year, sob,
that it.was possible to determine any patterns of change that
In this case, the Language-minority population of
took place.
the district had increased by 2% over the previous year.
An examination df Figure 2 reveals one other interesting
fact that will be bapoptantein the implementation of an English
language-training program. Since students are listed eeparately
'1 by major lAguege groups, it is possible to identify the geoIn
graphical distribution of the ESL clientele in the district.
administering a language program in a large district, administrators say wish to consider various alternative plans fo;
The relative merits.of multilanguage jot.
locating classrooms.
ingle-language classrooms will not be argued here; each. has
The final decidistinct theoretical and practical advantages.
The
sion sgould'be made on the,basis df these considerations.
point is that such data provide administratorswith the potential for Round decision making in language program planning.
Naturally, 'mailer schools will not need.to follow the same
procedures, nor would they be able to, considering the amount of
money, time, and skilled personnel usually required to carry out
such a detailed analysis,of a Language-minority community. In a
smaller community, perhaps all that is needed is a survey, based
....
on eurollmints, of the llama language patterns? Students who
have difficulty withallanguage can easily be identified hi'classschool system who bow freroom teachers or by others in
schools that have small populaquest contact with students.
n ::
tions of language-minority at U1 is spread throughout various
grede,levels, or in several schools within a district, it' is
still essential, at the very least, to collsSt and tabulate data
on tfie,number of children in each grade level by language backgiound.
28
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ELEMENTARY SURVEY air NONiNATIVIC ENGLISH SPE/UCERS
I

.

Total Non-Native
English Spa/46ra

School

Abin"4tro.
Aahl
Sarc
Barr
Char
Cast

ti,
'

100

.

97
.47

,

J

Ge6r
Gleb
Glen
Near
Hoff
Jack
Jame
Key

143
7
-25
145
'114
14

14_

15%

0

1t>

336

Is-.

lea

0

17

0

0

0

60

0

5

33%

0

0

t

0

21
52

3

28

10

11

4

13%
57%*

59
1

0

14%

50
8

46%
21i
36%
36%
45%
30%

'100

21
3

15%

% 23
56

2

30

18

6

9%
54%
33%
41%

- Need

6%
19%
7%
'0

19

1

.`4.4.......
2
27

23

4

16%

,21

15
14

10%
12%
7%

59

8.

Q

17

1

9%

A

13%

68
27
9

1

29
16'

20%

4

3

13%

o9

,

9%

3
.9

17%
5%
10%

5

6%

0

0

7

23%
42%
23%
14%

5
.

42
.,

2

40

9

23%
20%
39%

5

9

9%.*

16

2

11%

7

0

0

12

166
10%

19

,,6

32%

2

11%

8

33

42%

3

'4%

18

473

29%

271

17%

236

Figure 2i

6

0

3

79
1640

114

0

14

.

0

0

10%

-

29

27

27%
16%

A sample data summary sheet for district alimentary schools

.

60
21

36%
24%

61%
46%
30%
57%

22

23

34%
7%
7%
4%
18%
12%

I

46

14%

31

i

0

17%
,,24%
91-

41%

7
4

1

64
4

129

4/

22
88

9.

14

2

0

71
20

'

0

2
19

.

25

7,

224
,

32%

39%
34%

4
111

-

Other

.

57

38

-

'

18%

416

11
15

Ft.

2ayl
Tuck
Hood
TOTAL

33

17'
36

4

Drew
Fair

Long
Neil
Nott
Oakr
Page
Nand

Spanish

1

Native Language. of Speakers
Korean
Vietnamese

___

100%
409
291
29%
84%
41%
35%
64%

.61%
36%
30%
38%
,

45%,
39%
29%
39%
55%
68%
68%

3

16%

25'

32%
40%

660

Colleges and Universities

.

There is often confusion in college and university communities mar the means of identifying non-native English speakers.
Before any assesemeht of the language needs of the students can.
be made, it is necessary to identify all, or as many.as poesible, of the members of the potential ESL community. Various
institutions use different appioaches to accomplish this identification.
Admissions applications usually ask the student to
list hie or her nationalit.
This is a.4329d avert, but it does
not guarantee100 accuracy in categorising students as native .
or non-native English spealFerd.
The possession of a British
passport, far example, does not guarantee that
ish is the
native language of the holder. A person with a
dian pissport may speak English or French as a first languag
An Ameri-*
cantessport is likewise no guarantee of English 1
ge proficiency. Many American-born high school graduates are from language - minority homee.
In addition, those from U.S. territories
and possessions and'Fuerto Rico may not be proficient enough In
English to function adequately without further instruction in
ESL.
Refugees and others with permaneAt resident status are
often not idfntified as potential ESL clientele.
Occasionally, applications for admission request information
on the language bhckground of the student. The wording of s
a request is important.' ,The terms "mother-tongue" or *home lan
guage" may honestly'be answered "English" by many students whose
first-acquired language is not English. The term "first language" is lasetimaa taken to swan "language predominantly used"
rather than first-acquired. "First -learted language" may be a
-better alternative.
In most cases, sufficient information may be obtained from
the application for admission. Through experience, the people
in the admissions office who process applications from overseas.
learn which nationalities are likely to have problems with English.
InfOrmation from applicationq can be supplemented by personal interviews when the students arrive; often this is the
only way-to be sure of the need for assignihent to ESL classes.
When the institution has a lariguage proficiency.requirement, the
foreign applicant should be forewarned in the first response to
his or her inquiry, and an appropriate statement should)*
included in the institution's general descriptive catalog.
Most larger institutions have'devised special ways oichecking the language background of student,. Several institutions
have created offices to supervise the testing of foreign stu. dents., Often all non-U.S. citizens are required to complete a
special form (see Figure 3) which records information including
their TOEFL score, the mount of transfer creditthey may have
accumulated, and so on. This sheet is sent to the academic unit
that has the responsibility of determining the student's large roficiency in English, with'a copy rasined by the regis.

,
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tree: office. Students are then required to present evidence
of acceptablOinglish language performance through ft gmeraktest.

NANIv

graduate or undergradUate
(last)

(first)

(middle)

OVUM t

NATIVE COUNTRY:
NATIVE LANGUAGE:

Other English courses completed at U.S. institutions:

course

institution

credit
hours

gra.

You are required to take the Courses circled below in chronological order, beginning this semester and continuing each
semester until the sequence is completed;
UNDERGRADUATE:
GRADUATE:

ISMG 145

ENG 146

ENG 233T(f)

ENG 233T(f)

ENG 694

date

signature

Figure 3:

A control sheet to facilitate the identification of
limited English speakers, academic credit, and assignment to
lappropriate courses in a higher educational institution., Note
that some students may be required to take two sections of
English 233T(f).

It is wise, especielly in
ger Listitutiong, to develop
special ways to screen and.proce r students so as to assess the
use and character of the ESL
unity.
Sometimes as much as
15% of the population of an institution may consist of forSign
students. It is also an advantage in larger institutions to.
designate some academic unit responsible for the evaluatiohAf
English language proficiency of all international students. 110
In mealier institutions, such procedures may not be feasible. However, most institutions, regardless of size,. make some
attempt to evaluate the quality of all students' writing--Aiive
n-riativ. alike. When student' fall well below the normal
scoria' on a writing Lest, the,administratile unit.
should take a closer look at the individuals; it is possible
that
are second- language speakers of English Who would
beneirfrom special teL instruction.
Sometimes, of course, in spite of all the regulations and

:of
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procedures that can be devised, individual students will manage
to bypass the system, or will have accidente9yliDeen passed over
then not iultilfthe student has been enrolled in
by it.
regular English classes, structured around the needs of native
English-speaking students, that the special needs of that individual are recognized by a pekceptive and alert instructor.
It is useful,' as with secondary school populations, to keep
an accurate record of the summarized data. On institution,
which has nearly 3000 foreign students, makes a comprehensive
annual study of Its foreign student population. Such information Is the student's geographica origins, field of study, sex,
marital status, and so on, are us ful in planning and implehentreful track Should also be
ing academic and ESL programs.
kept of the entering proficiency f students, since this may
indicate the fecesgity of changing the pattern offoreign student admiesions requirementi.
Through close cooperation, the foreign-student advisor, the
admissions office, the registrar's office, the English department (or other departmentoharged with English language proficiency requirements), and the academic advisorzNean locate most
of those who will benefit from ESL instruction. Academic advisors, if they are kept aware of the requirements and'processOs
that apply to international students, can be extremely useful
agents in the identification process.
Junior/Community Colleges

Two-yearqnstitutions have a particularly difficult problem.
Many are %open admission" institutions with few requirements
other than resraInce in the district served by ti college. The
services of tht college are therefore open to anydne, and there
Furthermore,
is little justification for entrance examine
nancial support
many smaller institutions are hard-pressed
Traditioga
such cases,
and want to admit all who apply.
there
few attempts to determine the language needs of thoge
who
Such individuals are expected to succeed or -.fail
on
11.
the basis of their own abilities and efforts. This has not been.
a serious problem until the last few years, when there has been
a remarkable increase in the number of two-year institutions and
a Comparable increase in the, enrollment of non-native English speaking students.
One of the reasons for this enrollment change has been the
e'foUr-year
core stringent standards of admission imposed by
udents seek
institutions. This has meant that many foreign
entrance to the two-year colleges for at least a Tear in order
to improve their basic skills, including language abilities, and
qualify for transfer to the four-year colleges. Some international students have also seen it as a way to get around the
English proficiency requirements of the four-year institutions.
'Since the univeraities are often more demanding in their
.
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requirements', internationals will'symetimes attempt to take the
required English course sequence in a two-year college and later
transfer the "easy" aiedit. Many of the four-year schools have
now begun to test all entering international students, including
the transfers, as a way to check this practice. The lower cost
of a two-year institution is also a relevant factor in its
_increased popularity for international students.
Sharp increases in enrollments over a short. period of time
are not uncommon. At one institution, the enrollment.jumped
in
one year from eight foreign students, all from the Ivory Coast,
to an enrollment of between 110 and 120 students. Many of these
students--about 60%--were A;
to do work in English without
much difficulty; some, howev Ili needed special instruction in
ESL, instruction that the coll ge was not prepared to4provide.
Unfortunately, in that case,.the college chqse the expedient,
solution of placing all international studehts in a remedial'
English class, which the students rightfully resented.
Some institutions have placed quotas on the enrollment of
foreign students. We Jaye already mentioned the community
college in Texas that is now phasing out all special courses for
ESL students and intends in the next few yearg to eliminate all
international student enrollments. Usually, the solutions are.
not so extreme.
A quota is often set at a percentage of the
total enrollment figure. This provides some flexibility and the
possibility of measured increases without the threat of becoming
overwhelmed by excessively rapid growth. Some institutions
place quotas at fj.xed numbers- -an undesirable alternatiie. Some
others establish minimum English-language proficiency standards
for their non-native English speakers, recommending that those
who do not meet these requirements attend intensive English language-training programa until they reach desired levels.

Community and Volunteer Programs i
/

..-

Outside of formal educational institutions, there are many
people who need ESL instruction but, because they are older (or
younger) than school age, and because they are not interested in
or prepared for entrance to a college°or university, are not
identified as a.significant community of ESL speakers. Sometimes programs ire organized for such persons by institutions
and community programs such as the YMCA, YWCA, the Red Cross,
public libraries, religious groups, community centers,, and other
social orgahizatiOns.
As we have said, such programs usually develop from requests
,originating in the ESL community itself or from someone in the
organization who, through contacts with language-minority people, perceives the need and is willing to do something about it.
Usually, once a.few members of a community have been identified,
other members are easily located. It is often true that it is
not until a program has been initiated that the extent of a len liege problem oan be accurately identified.
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No partiCular patterns of identifying persons of ESL status
have been developed in community and volunteer programs. It may
be useful, however, for those interested in starting such programs to contact the National Association for Foreign Student
Affairs (see list of organizations at the endof this booklet)..
This organization, begun more than 30 years ago, devotes its
expertise to matters affecting foreign students in U.S. university and college oommuhities. One of the sections of NAFSA
concentrates on the problems, of adjustment to living in this .
Many communities, under
country, including language problems.
the guidance of NAFSA, have developed high-quality language
A set of guidelines for pommunity,w1instructional programs.
unteers is published by.nAFSA and is available upon request.
Communityprograms may find the problem of identifying accurately the size and nature of the non-nactvelieliph=speaking
community a very difficult one. The very aatuile of the community (it is usually the submerged part of the populatibn that
needs the services most) precludes an accurate count of the
potential students. Many will be undocumented aliens, resitheii language inadedents, and refugees and, partly because
quacies, those who do not interact in t> life of,the community.
Corourate Programs
A variety of circumstances in the U.S. and around'the world
ss/industrial community increasingly aware
have made the bus
ogress in English as a second language taif the need for
lored to thei own demands. Companies of nearly every size and
dentify suchimogram needs. In some middle-sized
purpose ma
and large corporations, many of the entry-level positions must.
be 211144 by ippliCants with minimal education, many of whom are
speakers of English as a second language or who speak standard
Some U.S. companies, especially if
English as a second dialect.
they have clients in °thy countries, employ non-native English
sptakersin engineering, drafting, sales, office, and middles
and top-management positions. both in their U.S. offices and
abroad.
Certain types of corporations, such as the oil-related
industries and engineering/construction firms, often find it
necessary to bring to the U.S. groups of foreign nationals
either for temporary assignment in the U.S. or for periods of
training. Such persons frequently require periods of English
language training of several weeks or months prior to their
technical training (often referred to as "pretechnical English").
The use of this term suggests that the curriculum of the
English program is leas academically oriented thaewprograms
designed for students who will study technical courses in a
college or technical training institute. The course will focus
on the vocabulary and structure employed with high frequency In
Of the sponsor.--Also, some language skills may be
34
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taught only minimally or not at all, e.g., advanced skills
in
written English may be ignored completely or restricted to
filling out forms or writing short technical reports
or memos.
Raiding skill may be dealt with only enough to permit
interpreN, tatiomwof -procedures and technical manuals.
The particular method of selection of the participants
depends on the purposes that the corpOration hopes to
serve
through the instructional program.
Some of the typical ways in
which the problem is addressed are discussed below.
problem-Centered Idantifi

tion

Therneed for pretechnical

urses in English in sae organi-

zations such's,* utility companies, larger businesses, and
corporations is often identified ffrat by middlemanagement
personnel, e.g., Operations

managers or line managers who work closely
with entry-level or nein. personnel and observe. their work by
serving as their trainers, directors, mud supervisors. -Since
these managers frequently monitor work birders, work reports,
customer complaints, and other types of paperwork, they have an
.opportynity to notice errors and other problems that are caused
by inadequate basic language skills. They may, for AZamile,
notice ekhigh incidence of repeat orders or uncompleted work
orders & a high occurrence of custos4r complaints.
Such evi- ....,...i
dance clearly indicates oommunication problems in the company's,
basic operational procedures.'
Many of the larger corporations must involve employees in
some kind of in-house training *loco , usually related to technical tasks essential to job perfo
ce. These training
programs are opeasted both in a oleo room setting and in the
actual job setting. In the latter
ituation, technical trainers
have a unique opportunity tocbse 'whether oz not trainees
have the basic math or verbal skills that are necessary for
efficient job performance. Through their own oral interaction
with trainees, they,have,the opportunity to evaluate their level
of language proficiency and may suglest their participation in
a
yretechnical English course.
The next step is. to find the appropriate channel for insti
toting thepretechnical English course. Aoorporation often has
such a structure already in the foim Of a division of training
or development, or, a training manager or director My undertake
the organization and implementation of such a
course.
The training director in one large public utility corporation has provided an outline Of
the idegtification and training
process, which can be used as a model (Figure 4). Because the
corporation offers both specialised training programs and an
orientation-for all new employees in the Company, instructor* in
these progress hiVil an opportunity to evaluate the level of
skills that employees demonstrate in the training process.
gs
the chart sugiemitil,' some employees may also determine for-Wienselves that a program is needed and volunteerjor a pretechnical
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*r basic skills course.if one has been made available.
After
volunteers haVe receivia instruction in Sne of more omnponents
of till basic girme pro am (which includes ESL, math, writing,
reading, and spelliag), a follow-up evaluation is provided.
Task-Centered Identification
SoMe.groups are targeted for pretechnical English
courses *
not ,kecause of problems with doemunication observed in job per
formance, bit rather because the corpoiation has identifieca
task that is to be carried out by a specific group of ndn
- or
limited-English-speaking persons. For instance, an lineering
company. might take over the maintenance of a paper mil in
Mexico, thereby assuming the obligation to provide a group of
Mexican .nationals with training of a technical nature in the
.S.
Before such training can be delivered, however, the essen
1 Ertyliei language skills must be provided.
I
is situation, it will be the responsibility of the
training division or the project director to mount an appropriate program of pretechnical English for the participants.

Adult Basic Education Programs

*

Many individuals in A cbmmpnity may experience their only
English language instruction through what are generally knOwn
as _.
adult basic education programs. nese programs are usually
operated .through evening, continuing, or extension divisions of
district school programs, universities, and colleges., 'They are
generally for anyone 18 years old or older and combine two
areas:
genera/ subject matter instruction and the teaching of,
English to spiaiers of other languages.
Such programs are usually nontraditional. They may meet in
regular classrooms or in'storefronts, church basements, homes,'
cir wherever space is available. They often involve a very
special clientele: prisoners, migrants, factory workers,
or
11 patients in drug rehabilitation 'centers.
Teachers often work
'under very unusual conditions in such programs. They may, for
example, teach classes to students whose abilities range from
"no English* to "good English.* The'programs often have no
beginning or ending point - -that is, stuclints mall enter or leave
thee vat anyIime. Many students are working full time
-as well

as carryinether educational programs.

Students differ widely
not only in'age, but in social, economic, and cultural backgrounds as well 4Ilyin and Tragardhs 1978).
Because of these many special oondi;ions, the problems and
'practices 1( ABE/ESL prograis are different from other kinds of
langume -teaching programs, mnd'they regdire the special attention/and assistance of people who have had experience in this
area. The/language-minority
population that is served by these
classes is usually self -identifigd, and classes are conducted on
a 41k -inbadis.
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THE FUTURE'

Trends in the growth of language-minority populations are ..
----influenced by many factors. Economic conditions in Puerto Rico,
Mexico, and other areas will have a great deal to do with the
influx of immigrants and migrant labor as well as illegal
Aliens. POssible changes in the status of illegal alien regadents now in this oountry may change the configuration of school
1
Toughening of the enforcement ,of stupopulat 'Ions considerably.
dent visa requirements by the Immigration and Naturalization
Service or tightening of refuiee quotas may have some effect on
student populations in higher educational instbiutions; changing
universities may also
attitudes toward foreign students in st
Texas has recentl VAL acted a law, for
alter the situation.
example, increasing foreign student tuition to ten,times the

e

44%

former rate.
Trends in foreign student registratiOn'in U.S. colleges and
universities clearly indicate the future of ESL teaching: in'
1958, 47,000 students from abroad were enrolled; by 1968 there
were 121,000; ten years later the total was 236,000 (Julian et
al., 1979). Asian students are clearly increasing in numbers.
The number of students from the Far Eastern areas is rather constant or declining slightly, so the 'increase is almost entirely
due to the Southwest Asian OPEC nations. Latin American enrollments remain fairly constant at about 16% of the total.
The need for special programs in English as a second language in the public educational system will'continue to grow.
On the basis of general population trends, particularly of language-minority groups, it is clear that there will be continued
concentrations of such persons in areas where they are now, and
thathe proportiOn of leOguage-minority persons in the schools
will increase over Anglo students. Moreover, the general trend
in most states and in the courts is to enact la4s that protect
the educakpional rights of language-minority persons.
In the private sector as well, the need for special English
language instruction is growing. Corporations involved in
international trade and the transfer of American technology
abroad need special4pretechnteal courses for their clients,.
especially in such high-technology industries as engineering/
construction, energy, and computers. Those who provide programs
to these industries -- private international training corporations
and universities - -are enjoying a period of rapid growth as more
and more industries observe the need and take steps to provide

appropriate training programs.
Wherever a need exists, some kind-of solution is possible.
Through careful investigation of the precise nature of the
needs, the characteristics of the language communities, and the
capabilities of th investigating organisations, sound programs
can and should be brovided.
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ORGANIZATIONS
Th4 following list of organizations related to the teaching of
English as a second language should help teachers and others
identify resoUrcei for assistance in planning and implementing
programa'in English for the limited English speaker.

.

CENTER FOR APPLIED LINGUISTICS
3520 Prospect Street, N.W.
Washington, DC 20007
800/424-3701 or 3750)
LORC toll free:
202/298-9292
vats, nonprofit organization that offers reCAL is'a
many areas of lingUis sources for expertise and information
Of
tics, including English as a second or freign language.
special interest are the Center's publicationse e.g., the, Bilingual Education series, the Advances in Language Testing series,
the janguage in Education series, and Zhe Indochinese/refugee
education phrase rooks and textbooks. The Center operates the
ERIC Clearinghouse on Languages and Linguistics, and the Language and Orientation Resource Center (formerly theNatiOnal
Indochinese Clearinghouse/Technical Assistance Center, and the
Orientation Resource Center).
ERIC CLEARINGHOUSE ON LANGUAGES AND LINGUISTICS
(located at the Center for Applied Linguistics)
ESIC/CLL collects and disseminates thousands of docunenti
related to teaching and research in ESL and, with the Center for
Applied Linguistics, publishes the Language in Education series.
ERIC materials include bibliographies, articles, conference
papers, reports of research, descriptions of projects, books,
program e6luationsr, and so ca.

EDUCATIONAL TESTING SERVICE
Princeton, NJ 08540
609/921-9000
This commercial organization publishes and administers the
Test of English as a Foreign Language, the SecondarfLevel
English Proficiency Test, and the Test of Spoken English, all of
which are designed for the non-native speaker. ,ETSiprovidos
interpretative and general information about these tests and
about teiting in general.
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INSTITUTE OF INTERNATIONAL EDUCATION (IIE)
809 United Nations Plaza
Nbw York, NY 10017
212/883-8200
IIE is 'Whcerned with both the foreigner in the U.S. dents, visiting scholars, visitors, and businesspeople --and
Americans who intend to go abroad. The organization provides
information on educational and culltural aspects of U.S. life and
offers. number,of publications do international education,e
including an annual survey of foreign students in U.S. instituttons and guides for the foreign student.
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR BILINGUAL EDUCATION (NABS)
1201 16th Street, N.W.
Washington, CC 20036
202/833-4271
NABS publishes a journal and other documents of interest
primarily to bilingual educators.
,

.

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR FOREIGN STUDENT AFFAIRS (NAFSA)
1660,19th Street, N.W.
Washington, DC 20009
202/462-4811
NAFSA is an organization of special interest to those whose
work involves foreign students in American institutions of
higher learning. There are five special groups within NAFS14
of
which COMSECACommunity Section), ATESL (AssociatiOn of Teachers
Of English as a Second Language), and ADSEC (Admissions Section)
are probably of- the most interest. NAFSA provides a free consultation service to any accredited U.S. institution of higher
education.

NATIONAL CULARINGBOUSE FOR BILINGUAL EDUCATION
13Q0 Wilson Blvd.
Suite 82-11
Arlingbin, VA 22209
703/522 -0710 (toll free:

800/336-4560 -)

The Clearinghouse publishes bibliographies, a newsletter,
and guides to publishers as well as numerous documents on
research in bilingual education and English as a second Nan -,
guage. Tree computer searches are available through the
Clearinghouse.
NATIONAL COUNCIL OF TEACHERS OF ENGLISH
1111 Kenyon Road
Urbana IL 61801
The NCI% has long been interested in theuniglie problems of
the.disadvantaged and the second language learner. It produces
special publications related to these topics, and provides
inforsation
those interested in implementing
em
ESL programs.
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TEACHERS OF ENGLISH TO SPEAKERS CV OTHER LANGUAGES (TESOL)
202 D.C. Transit Building
Georgstomp University
Washington, DC 20057
202/625 -4569

An international organisation of professionals devote'd to
the teaching of English as a second language, TESOL publishes
journals, monographs, and b6oks, and can provide, on request,
local contacts for those seeking information and assistance.
TESOL maintains a placement Service, sponsors local, national,
and international conferences, and has local affiliarmkserving
most areas of the country.
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Thomas Buckingham (Ph.D., yhe Pinnsylvania State University) is
director of Thomas BuckinOam Associates (Houston), a consultant
firm specialising in Inglish as a second language and intercultural communication and training.. He has previously held academic positions at the American University of Beirut, University
of Illinois, and Univ
ty of Houston. Ho has held offices in
numerous local,
te, and national associations and is a former
limber of the executive committee of TISSOL. Dr. Buckingham hal
published in TZSOL Quarterly, English Teaching Forum, Communication Education, La ReviOra B4ingue, MIXTESOL Journal, and in On
the Scope of Applied Linguistics (Robert B. Replan, ed., 1980).
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LANGUAGE IN EDUCATION: THEORY AND PRACTICE

The Language in Education series can be purchased brvolume or by
individual titles
The subscription rate is $32.00 per volume
for Volumes 1
2;
7.00 for Volume 31 and $47.00 for Volume
4. Add $1.75
tege and handling charges for :11112dual orders.
D.C. residents add 6% vales tax. ALL ORDERS *3
PREPAID. To
subscribe to the
ete aeries of publications, write to:
licationo Department
Cent4r for Applied Linguistic*
520 Prospect Street NW
Washington DC 20007
Below is a select

list of series tit14:

Volume 1 (1977-78/
2. The Lin
ED 153 504
.

in Speech Pathology, by Walt Wolfram.

$2.95.

.

3.' Graduate

eses and Dissertation in English as a Second
Languages 1976-77,_by Stephen Cooper. $2.95. ED 153 505
4. Coda Switchin and the Classrooms Teacher, by
Guadalupe

Val s-Fallis. 11.95. 13-7Nri06
5. Current Approaches to the Teaching of Grammar in ESL, by
David N. Davidson. $2.95. 'ID 154 CR
6. From th4 Community to %be CU:Agree!** Gathering SecondLanguage Speech Samples, by Barbara F. Freed. $2.95.
ED 157 404
9. Teacher Talk: Language in the Clasen:ma, by Shirley B. Reath.
$2.95. ID 158 575
10. hanguage and Linguistics: Baia* for a Curriculum, by Julia S.
Falk.

$i5E.

ED 1,118 576

alums 2 (1978 -79)

%14. Problems and TeadhintStrategias in
composition, by Ann
Raises. $2.95. SD 175 243
1i. Graduate Theses and Disnortatiens in
ish is a Second Language: 1977-78, by Stephen Cooper.
95. ED 175 244
16. Foreign Languages, English as
orsi
Language, and
the U.S. Multinational Corporation.
Marianne Inman.
44.95. ED 179 009
21. Cbicanp English, %y Alian A. Wetcal .' $2.95. ED 176 591,
12. Adult Vocational ESL,-11/ Jo Ann Crandall. $5.95. ED 176 592
.11

Volume 3 (1979-80)

23. A_

Guide to Englisharpfionoy Testin in Schools,
byThomas Gh Diaterh an .CWoilii-ftedman. 95.95.

ti

icLinguistic

ID 181 746

'
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24. Testing in foreign Languageedgiu. and lilinqual IduOntion
1966-1979: A SeleatvAnnotated ERIC Bibliography,-compileditly,
Dale L. Lange and May T. Clifford. $7.95. SD 183 027FF.
emtlf
27. Graduate Theses and Dissertations-in English as a
Langpages, 19715-79, by Stephen Cooper.

$2.95.

P

Volume 4 (1980-$1)

35. ESL Mesas and Dissertations: 1979-80, by Stephen Cooper.
$3.25(
37. Diicournm Analysis, and Second Language Teaching, by Claire J.
Kramsch. $7.00
38. 'ruching Conversation Skills in ZSL,by Ronald D. Eckard and
$4.50.
42.Z:Ran Kearny.
chi:tame Students in U.S. Schools: A Guide for Administrators. Language and Orientation Resource Center, CAL. $7.00.
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